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How Do I Make a Game Try? 
It’s not uncommon over the course of an auction that one person  has a pretty good sense of where we should land.  Once partner limits 

their hand, maybe we know that we should stop in a part score.  Or, maybe we know that we have enough for game but not enough for 

slam.  In these cases, it’s our job to choose the right strain and level and then put on the brakes. 

 

When the auction starts 1S - 2S, we know that we shouldn’t go higher if we (as opener) have 12 to 14 points.   And if we have ~19 to 20 

points, we belong in game and we simply bid 4S.  Anything in between, we don’t know whether or not we belong in game.   

 

Similarly, when the auction start 1C - 1H - 2H, it’s up to responder to decide what to do over an opener who is  limited to 12 to 14 points.  

With a normal minimum 6 to 9, we simply pass and play in our part score.  With an opening hand, we bid our game.  If we have 10 to ~11 or 

12,  we don’t know whether or not we belong in game.   

 

In these middle cases, we make a game try.  We make a bid to enlist partner’s help in deciding whether or not we belong in game. 

 

Which Game Try? 

 

Once both partners have agreed on a suit (as in the sample auctions above), then we will agree that we’ll always (for all practical purposes) 

land in that suit.  (One exception is when the opponents compete and we choose to let them play the hand.)  This agreement allows us  to 

make more useful game tries rather than just asking, “Partner, are you at the top of your range or at the bottom of your range?” 

 

If we bid a different suit, once we’ve agreed on a suit, we’re making a help suit game try.  We’re saying something like this: Partner, we may 

or may not have enough strength for game.  To make game, I need help in this suit (my 2nd-bid suit).  I may have something useful in the 

suit but I also have losers.  Please evaluate your hand with this in mind, and let me know whether or not we belong in game.  From the 

great Max Hardy: “Opener’s try for game should show where help is needed.” 

 

Partner’s job is to decide whether they’re at the top or bottom of their range.  If partner has honors in the help suit, partner should add 

value to their hand.  If partner has shortness in the help suit, partner can add value, especially with extra trump length.  If we decide that 

we have enough for game, we should bid it.  Otherwise, we should return to 3 of our agreed suit. 

 Examples: 

• Opener has } AKQxx { Qxx [ KQx ] xx: Start with 1S.  Over responder’s  2S raise, we might be able to 

make game if partner has useful cards.  Bid  3H to show something useful in hearts and also that we need 

some help there, i.e. we have a couple of losers in hearts. 

 

• Responder has } xxx { xxx [ xx ] AKxxx: With losers in hearts, game prospects are dismal.  Responder 

should bid 3S. 

• Responder has } xxx { AKx [ xx ] xxxxx: The AK of hearts will cover partner’s losers, so responder should bid 4S.   

• Responder has } xxx { Axx [ xx ] Axxxx: With the HA and another A, I’d bid 4S.  Game is about 50-50… we’ll probably 

make 4 if the HK is onside.  (Whether playing in a pairs game or a team game, a 50-50 game is one that we want to be in.) 

• Responder has } Jxxx { x [ Jxx ] Axxxx: We can ruff a couple of partner’s heart losers, so game has a good shot.  We 

should bid 4S, even with minimal HCPs. 
 

Is it a Game Try? 

 

Sometimes it’s right to go one level higher in a competitive auction, generally with extra trump 

length or shortness in the opponents’ suit.  In cases like this, it’s important to distinguish be-

tween a competitive bid and a game try. 

 

Over a competing bid, a re-bid of your agreed-on suit is NOT invitational, it just shows a desire to play, as opposed to defend.  So in the 

above auction, the 3H bid just says, “Let’s play 3H.  Please don’t bid 4H.”  If North wants to invite game, North must bid a different strain 

(2NT, 3C or 3D In this case). 

 

Next, let’s take a closer look at when to make a game try and when to accept (or decline) a game try. 

 

North East South West 

1H P 2H * 2S * 

3H P ?  
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Making a Game Try 

 

As discussed, you should make a game try if you’d like to enlist partner’s help in deciding whether or not we have enough combined 

strength to make game.  With the auction starting 1S - 2S, opener should make a game try with a hand that evaluates to a medium opener, 

in the 15 to 18 point range.  Clearly, the hand evaluation techniques that we’ve learned come into play.   

• Opener could just have a normal 15 to 18 in HCPs: 

• } KJxxx { xx [ AKx ] KQx 

• In addition, opener gets to count extra for length in good suits (both the opening suit as well as a side suit):  

• } AKxxx { AQxxx [ xx ] x: Count this as about 15 points, including a point for each card in your long suits.  Certainly worth 

a game try over 1S - 2S. 

• } QJxxxxx { AQ [ Axx ] x: Still 13 HCPS, still worth about 15 and still worth a game try.  (Note that if partner has just the 

SK and DK, game should be at least 50%.  On the other hand, game is impossible opposite this: } xxx { Kxx [ xxx ] KQJx) 

• Honors in the same suit work together and are stronger than honors in different suits: 

• } Axxxx { Kxxxx [ Ax ] K: More HCPs points than the previous hands but weaker. 

• Aces and kings are worth relatively more than the HCP values; queens and jacks are worth relatively less: 

• } AQJxx { QJx [ QJx ] QJ: More HCPs than a previous hand but weaker. 

• Spot cards in conjunction with honors can add value: 

• } AKxxx { QJT9x [ Kx ] x: The T-9 of hearts make this hand well worth a game try. 

• Honors over or under a competitive bid are worth relatively more or less.  Let’s say that you hold this hand as dealer / North 

 } KJx { AKJxxx [ Axx ] x: 

• If you start with 1H and your left-hand opponent (LHO) intervenes with spades, 

your spade honors are under the overcaller and you expect your spade finesses to 

lose.  Your hand goes down in value and you should pass.   

• If your RHO is the spade overcaller, your spade honors are over the overcaller and 

you expect your spade finesses to win.  Your hand goes up in value and you should 

invite (with 3D). 

 

Accepting / Declining a Game Try 

 

When partner makes a game try, we need to decide if our hand will produce the tricks needed to make game.  We can use our dummy hand 

evaluation techniques, along with information that partner provides.  For these examples, let’s assume that the auction starts 1S - 2S - 3D.  

Partner has a medium hand with something useful as well as some losers in diamonds. 

 

• We might have a normal minimum, with or without something useful in diamonds.  In this case, we should decline / bid 3S:  

• } xxx { xx [ Axx ] Qxxxx.  The DA is a good card, as well as a likely ruffing value in hearts.  But game is too much of a 

stretch.  Move the CQ to diamonds and I’d bid game (see example below). 

• We might have a normal maximum, with or without something useful in diamonds.  In this case, we should bid game:  

• } AJx { xx [ xxx ] Axxxx.  Certainly we may have 3 diamond losers and one more loser.  But it’s hard to not bid game with 

a nice hand like this.     

• Shortness in a side suit counts as extra value, especially with extra trumps.  

• } xxxx { x [ Axx ] Qxxxx.  This is a minimum but the DA is a great card and the heart singleton might be good for ruffs (if 

partner has low hearts) or pitches (if partner has good hearts).  Bid 4S. 

• And as we’ve seen, help-suit  honors get extra value:  

• } xxx { xx [ AQx ] xxxxx.  This hand is in the middle but the placement of the 

honors suggests bidding game. 

• As with opener, we can use an overcall to help guide our decision.  Same auctions as above 

but from the other side.  As responder, you hold: } KJx { xxx [ QJx ] xxxx 

• If your RHO is the spade overcaller, you like our spade honors since they’re sitting 

over the overcaller, and you like your diamond honors.  Bid game. 

• If your LHO is the spade overcaller, we now expect spade finesses to lose and we 

should decline the invitation. 
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